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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：Natural Waterjet Marble Mosaic Tile Leaf Pattern Backsplash Tiles

Short Description: We adopt water jet technology to

cut every natural marble chip into leaf shapes and the

whole tile looks wavy. We have both single color and

mixed colors to choose from. This tile is suitable for

the interior decorative wall.

Model No.: WPM010 / WPM040 / WPM321

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: Mixed Colors

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Product Detail:

Product Description

Stone mosaic tile is inlaid and collaged with small stones. Marble mosaic tile has a purely

natural and natural texture, and has a very natural marble texture. The style is absolutely

natural, simple, and elegant, and it is the highest grade in the mosaic family. We cut small

marble chips into leaf shapes from the water jet machines, and then our workers match the

chips on the model sheets and then mix them into leaf marble mosaics. This marble provides

us with a vivid and swaying impression of the whole picture when the tiles are installed on the

whole wall backsplash. We supply single-color marble like white marble, double colors like
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white and grey, and three marble mixed patterns of this leaf mosaic backsplash tile product

series.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Natural Waterjet Marble Mosaic Tile Leaf Pattern Backsplash Tiles

Model No.: WPM010 / WPM040 / WPM321

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: Mixed Colors

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Product Series

Model No.: WPM010

Color: Grey & Brown

Marble Name: Wooden White Marble, Wooden Grey Marble, Athens Wooden

Marble

Model No.: WPM040

Color: White

Marble Name: Oriental White Marble

Model No.: WPM321

Color: White & Grey

Marble Name: Carrara White Marble, Crystal White Marble

Model No.: WPM321B

Color: White

Marble Name: Carrara White Marble, Crystal White Marble



Product Application

Waterjet Marble Mosaic Tile is usually applied on the wall decoration in the interior buildings such as

office, villa, house, malls, hotels, and other places where need a decorative area. It can be used on the

living room mosaic wall, vanity backsplash decoration, kitchen backsplash mosaic stone decoration, etc.

This marble leaf mosaic tile can be widely used in all kinds of architectural decoration and interior

decoration, and is an ideal high-end decorative product. If you are interested in this product and want

to talk more details with us, please leave a message or select online service.

FAQ

Q: How to protect my mosaic marble wall?

A: The mosaic marble wall rarely suffers from stains or cracks under proper care.

Q: What is marble mosaic tile?

A: Marble mosaic tile is a natural stone tile matted with various types of marble chips which are cut by

professional machines.

Q: What are the common colors of natural marble mosaic tiles?

A: White, black, beige, gray, and mixed colors.

Q: What custom documents can you provide to me?



A: 1. Bill of Lading

2. Invoice

3. Packing List

4. Certificate of Origin (if needed)

5. Fumigation Certificate (if needed)

6. CCPIT Invoice Certificate (if needed)

7. CE Declaration of Conformity (if needed)


